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Intapp Walls
Confidently manage and enforce confidentiality requirements across firm systems

Consulting firms often work with sensitive or highly confidential client or engagement information. 

To safeguard information of this nature, firms historically relied on the due diligence of their 

partners and consultants, manual approaches to information security, or some combination of both. 

However, as scrutiny and reputational risk increase, firms are facing growing pressure to ensure 

information is properly secured across their systems and accessible only by authorized personnel. 

Intapp Walls provides a centralized way to set up, monitor, enforce, and report on the entire 

confidentiality lifecycle. This enables risk professionals to apply an automated approach and 

confidently limit access to sensitive client or engagement information across applications without 

impacting the productivity or experience of the firm’s consultants. 

How Intapp Walls provides  
peace of mind
• Centrally protects client and  

engagement information

• Prevents attempted information breaches

• Ensures compliance with firm policies  
and regulations

• Streamlines response to security audits

• Reduces manual confidentiality management

• Automates maintenance and enforcement
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Key features
Centralized security management 

Secure and manage protection beyond document libraries by locking down other key business systems where sensitive 
information is stored, such as Microsoft Teams or Intapp Conflicts.

Complete visibility 

Gain real-time insights into policy details and volume, types of ethical walls, affected parties, and prevented breaches.

Audit assistance

View and export a documented audit trail as required by a court, clients, or government agencies. 

High configurability

Tailor ethical walls to narrow security on confidential documents, provide access to select people and groups, and implement 
varying levels of conflicts warnings. 

Automated notifications

Enable notifications to be scheduled, run on demand, or triggered based on user activities or events, providing information 
regarding ethical walls, user acknowledgments, and engagement teams. 

Real-time enforcement 

Ensure ethical wall maintenance and adherence to firm policy by requiring user acknowledgements and automatically 
updating access rights in response to firm policy.

Self-maintaining access management

Automatically detect changes to client or engagement teams to ensure the right people have access and correct any 
unauthorized modifications.

Learn more about Intapp Walls at intapp.com/walls
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